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Abstract  

 

Education is important at national, local and individual levels. Its benefits accrue both to society and to 

individuals, and as such provision of education in many countries is paid for at least in part from the 

public purse. With competing demands for government funding, it is important for education to be 

provided as efficiently as possible. Efficiency occurs when outputs from education are produced at the 

lowest level of resource. This special issue is devoted to the topic of productivity and efficiency in 

education, and is well-timed given that governments around the world struggle with public finances in 

the wake of the global financial crisis of 2008.   

The article defines productivity and efficiency in education and analyses their dynamics. Efficiency 

means spending less while producing the same level of output: it tends to be associated with budget cuts, 

increased workloads, industrial conflict and reduced long-term productive capacity. Productivity means 

producing more from the same level of input: productivity goals become more important when the 

volume and range of outputs are expanding. Productivity improvement comes not from working harder, 

but from working smarter. Productivity goals provide the best basis for management-worker agreement, 

and such agreement is essential to productivity policies. The keys to productivity advance are 

collaborative planning and work Organisation, skill utilization and output-based planning. Educational 

technologies can also contribute. 

 

Keywords – accountability, educational planning, educational technology, efficiency, organizational, 

effectiveness, productivity. 

 

Introduction 

 

Education increases efficiency and raised productivity of the working people. Educated Persons in 

general, earn and Contribute more to the society than their uneducated counter parts. Educated workers 

generally produce more, under the given technology, than the unskilled workers. Education on the one 

hand increases efficiency and productivity of working population and on the other, raises the capital 

value of human resources. Expenditure on education is not only consumption but also investment and, 

therefore it is accepted that the rate of return of investment in education should be calculated. The higher 

rate of investment in education greater would be the creation of human capital, which would contribute 

to the process of economic growth of a country.  

 

The process of measuring the return of investment in physical capital is rather easier than the calculation 

of the return of investment in human resources.  
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The method of analysis and approach though different, the importance of the rate of return on capital as 

criterion of investment had been accepted. The investment in education also depends on the productivity 

of the labour force. For stimulating the rate of economic growth educated, trained and skilled personnel 

are required on this item. Education not only increases the efficiency and productivity of the working 

people but improves their pattern of demand on account of rising income, which leads to increase in 

effective demand and consequently more production and increasing trend on GNP.  

 

Methods of measurement  

 

To recapitulate, inputs into education is difficult to evaluate. They are perhaps simpler than in some, 

sectors of economy, but they include teachers salaries, which are and administered price, not reflecting 

in any direct sense supply considerations, and thus not reflecting scarcity and students time and efforts, 

which include income forgone and the net balance of pain and pleasure for being a student. Inputs are 

therefore a complex and ambiguous notion.  

 

Some parts of educational output are unambiguous, the number of people who complete a social life, 

the number of examination successes. But the more the objectives of education are examined, the loss 

easy they are to define, and to measure. A simple example must suffice. The incorporation of loss 

socially, advantaged children into the secondary education system is desirable, yet because their 

attainments are inevitably lower then those of the socially advantaged the average level of examination 

scores will tend to decline out put is measured by examination results which points in opposite direction 

to those indicators that measure the rate of incorporates of disadvantaged children into the secondary 

education system. It has proved impossible to achieve a satisfactory indicator of total output for the 

simple reason that, education is a way of life and not just that the educational system happens to be a 

sector of the economy. In practice this means that cost benefit analysis for example, can be applied only 

within sectors of education, and other parts of the economy, and that even in this instance non-addictive 

iterative procedure rather than a summation must be used.  

 

To test educational efficiency therefore, like has very carefully to be compared with like as all cautions 

educational research, with its carefully-hedges conclusions, indicates. The notion of the general 

efficiency or productivity of the educational system, which could be said to have risen and fallen 

between say 1950 and 1960, is an evident absurdity, so too is the notion of total factor productively. The 

relationship between laboratory equipment and students is a technological one. The student and teacher 

ratio may also be taken as a technological norm if it is rigidly adhered to in the whole of an economy 

for different grades of education. The student teacher ratio has come flexibility of labour and capital 

ratio in industries through double or triple shifts.  

 

The analogy of education with industry is a real, though not an exact one. We have seen that 

technological relation does exist in education as in industry such as some socially desirable goods are 

subsidized so also educationally disadvantaged children are subsidized more than that of other children. 

Rise and fall of general efficiency of education has to be an operational concept in order to regulate 

public expenditure on education.  

 

Direct and Indirect Benefits  

 

The productivity and efficiency of education can be measured in two ways, its indirect benefits and its 

direct benefits. The indirect impacts may be compared to the external economics. If a public park in 

constructed in the center of the city either for profit or social welfare the buildings near that park would 

be benefited on account of their location. Similarly if people are educated many advantages would occur 

from social and national point of view.  

1. The direct impact of education is the increase in the income of the persons due to education. The 

direct return of education to individual may also be treated as private rate of return as the most 

fundamental problem is how much of the observed income differentials between people and 

different educational attainments, are infect due to education. It is accepted as a matter of 

common sociological knowledge that there is very close, correlation between the amount of 

education a person receives and his innate ability the income of his parents the educational 

attainment of his parents, his social class, race and sex. 
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2. Within a few years after leaving school, if not immediately better-educated people earn more 

than less educated ones, their advantage continues to widen with age and although they lose 

some of the gain after reaching their peak, the favorable differential, persists until retirement.  

3. Another way of expressing the same idea is to say that age earnings profiles either do not intersect 

at all or intersect only once in the first few years of employment. 

4. Increase in education would increase the productivity and income of the entrepreneur. If new 

knowledge is to be accepted and applied to production, if must be profitable as well as new, the 

increase in knowledge and information for which education is a necessity would increase skill 

for bearing responsibility and for entrepreneurship, which education is a necessity would in 

return affect the rate of economic growth.  

5. The educated persons earn more than uneducated persons. This differential show the process 

that, how much is due to education? Essentially the point is that there must be adequate 

differentials in the rewards for skill, for responsibility, and for bearing. The extent differentiation 

for these factors seems in practice to vary with the degree and the rate of economic development. 

6. In societies where output per head is not growing, the supply of skill is small. The situation cases 

when growth beings. Economic growth makes enormous demands for skills of many kinds. It is 

associated with a great increase in specialization and therefore in the range of skills. This in turn 

increases the need for co-ordination, increase the average size of a firm or other economic unit, 

and increases the demands for supervisory and administrative staff.  

7. The middle classes thus grow rapidly, relatively to all others. On this process the differentials 

between skilled and un-skilled, literate and illiterate, supervisory and supervised, tend to widen. 

And this process is especially helped if, in order to meet the demand for skills, it is necessary to 

recruit skilled people from more advanced countries for such people have to be paid salaries 

higher even than they could earn at home, and this enables their native counterparts also to 

demand income which are disproportionately high when compared with the income of farmers 

of unskilled workers. Accordingly in societies at this stage, differentials are under them they are 

both in less developed and in more developed societies.    

 

 

Non-Market Efficiency of Educated Labour 

 

There is the clear positive relationship between levels of schooling and wages. A positive relationship 

between education and productivity are generally inferred in the labour market from the marginal 

productivity theory. As education is given to individuals and if favorably effects the productivity of ones 

time in productive activities in the labour market, it maybe expected to effect favorable the productivity 

of ones time in other production activities as well.  

If education raises the productivity of ones time in non-market obduction, it there by lowers the cost of 

that production other things held constant.  

 

In non-market production a firm chooses its own productive technique and select the market goods and 

services with which it combines its own time to produce commodities. So the level of its marginal skill 

and the proficiency with which it purchases and uses market production. These would be influenced by 

education if the more educated individual possesses more knowledge and is more respective to new 

ideas, including improved consumer products, than the uneducated. Since the persons are both engaged 

and organised in non-market production, it is hypothesized that the influence of education on the 

productivity of their own time input and on the efficiency with which production is organised lowers 

the absolute cost of production and thereby raises the persons real income.       

 

Conclusion 

 

In conclusion to the special issue, we have presented an overview of the various papers that constitute 

it, highlighting their main contributions and their main findings. We also put these papers into the 

context of existing literature on efficiency of education calling the attention of the reader to some 

fundamental issues in this context. The issues addressed here include: cross-country analyses and their 

importance for educational policy benchmarking; the need to understand the impact of funding policies 

on the quality, efficiency and equity of education; the need to analyse educational issues over time in 

dynamic settings; the importance of using student feedback in tertiary education efficiency analysis as 

well as the importance of assessing it at person level and finally the importance of understanding 
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methodological assumptions behind efficiency models like convexity and the importance of using 

alternative assessment models on the same data and reconciling the findings. 

 

The foregoing list is inclusive of current and pertinent issues in education, but many others could have 

been raised. Some examples of further issues include the impact of certain education practices (like 

student repetition or streaming) in primary and secondary education; the trade-off or complementarity 

between teaching and research outputs in university assessments; funding and financing in universities 

and their impact on efficiency, and the measurement of quality of both inputs and outputs at all levels 

of education. 

 

We hope this summary will enable the reader at a glance to identify the papers within this special issue 

that best fit his/her research interests. 
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